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Concept Search methodology
WHY is it so difficult to search the right scripture from the bible, using keywords or phrases? The answer is that,
many Bible concordances ignore the meaning of the keywords or phrase itself. At the end of this article, you will
acquire insight in terms of how easy it is to search the Bible scriptures using Holy Bible concordance version 2
software.
The Concept Search methodology does not ignore the meaning of keywords.
NOW, let us examine the following bible scriptures as taken from Amplified Bible. Luke 4:17 – 18,
Luke 4:17
And there was handed to Him [the roll of] the book of the prophet Isaiah. He opened (unrolled) the book
and found the place where it was written,
Luke 4:18
The Spirit of the Lord [is] upon Me, because He has anointed Me [the Anointed One, the Messiah] to
preach the good news (the Gospel) to the poor; He has sent Me to announce release to the captives and
recovery of sight to the blind, to send forth as delivered those who are oppressed [who are downtrodden,
bruised, crushed, and broken down by calamity],
THESE two scriptures tell us that somewhere in the book of Isaiah, Luke 4:18 was prophesied there, the question is
HOW do we search that scripture? Take note of all the keywords marked in RED above, these keywords WILL
NOT change in any scripture if the meaning of the scripture is to stay the same.
Use the keywords in the following manner to find the right scripture written in the book of Isaiah having the same
meaning as Luke 4:18:Type the following in the Search Window shown on
the right hand side:
In the Book textbox type “Isaiah”
In the Scripture textbox type
“%spirit%Lord%Me%anointed%preach%” as
shown in the Search Window.
The programme is NOT CASE SENSETIVE.
Click Search button. The right and only scripture will
be searched, with the right meaning.
Isaiah 61:1
THE SPIRIT of the Lord God is upon me,
because the Lord has anointed and qualified
me to preach the Gospel of good tidings to the
meek, the poor, and afflicted; He has sent me to
bind up and heal the brokenhearted, to proclaim
liberty to the [physical and spiritual] captives
and the opening of the prison and of the eyes to
those who are bound,
Isaiah 61:1 is the scripture we were looking for. The
Holy Bible concordance version 2 searched the right
scripture without giving other unnecessary scriptures.
Straight to the point. The key issue is to select the
right keywords by which the meaning will not
change, like we did in the previous example.
There are many scriptures like Luke 4:18, apply the same Concept Search Methodology to find the scriptures from
the old testament, for referencing purposes. I will leave you with the following scripture to try it out.
Luke 4:4
And Jesus replied to him, It is written, Man shall not live and be sustained by (on) bread alone but by
every word and expression of God.
Remember, Datarizer Holy Bible concordance version 2 is purely designed to search the Bible the quickest and
easiest. www.datarizer.co.za/downloads.htm
Check other Bible study tools software which are very good:e-sword
www.e-sword.net
Theophilos 3
www.theophilos.sk
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